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Hawaiian Luau Creates Aloha Spirit

coconut custara, announces
Charlotte Leu, chairman of the

The meeting of the full faculty
cheduled for April 19 was
anceled due to the lack of a
uorum. Dr. R. Franklin
hompson promised those who
owed up that they would be
otified about a future meeting as
on as possible.

POETRY READINGS AND PLAY

-

SOUL FOOD DINNER

Food Services promises a gigantic, authentic soul
food dinner—from chicken gumbo creole to sweet potatoe
pie on Wednesday night. Special guests for the dinner will
include community leaders, black representatives from the
media and other individuals selected by the BSU. All for the
price of your regular meal ticket!
THURSDAY, April 29 - COMMUNITY DAY

Although specific plans are not yet finalized, the BSU
plans to "get it on with the community" on Thursday.
(Continued on Page 11)

Campbell
The amual Hui 0 Hawaii Club Luau is Saturday,
at 4:30 p.m. Everyone is invited.

Suggests
New Ethic

Spring Weekend on the UPS campus this year will
have several new and innovative activities centered around

Postponed

-

WEDNESDAY, April 28

Spring Weekend

Meeting

MONDAY, April 26

Alex Haley, author of the award-winning classic,
Autobiography of Malcolm X, will speak on campus at 7:30
p.m. in the SUB's Great Hall. Haley's book has been a steady
best-seller for five years and was recently selected by both
the New York Times and Time Magazine as one of the "Ten
Most Notable Books of the 1960's Decade."
The black author's subject for his Tuesday
appearance will be "Black Heritage—A Saga of Black
History". Everyone on campus, as well as in the community,
is encouraged to take advantage of Haley's one-day visit to
the Northwest. Again, admission is complimentary.

Plans Made For

Full Faculty

(NB-JL)—The Black Student Union is planning an
exciting week of events for its first annual Black Arts Festival
at the University of Puget Sound. Incorporated into the
schedule is everything from a soul food dinner to a talent
show for the black community to guest appearances by
big-name entertainers. And it all adds up to FUN, beginning
Monday, April 26 and winding up on Sunday, May 2.
BSU member Miller Chambers, coordinator of the
week-long festival, invites everyone on campus to have a hand
in the festivities. He lined up the program this way:

TUESDAY, April 27 - ALEX HALEY LECTURE

food committee.

MILLER CHAMBERS

Highlight Black Arts

Fred Wiggs and Tabu Chuka will kick off Monday
evening's activities at 7 p.m. in the Kilworth Chapel Lounge
with poetry readings of their own and other black authors.
They'll be followed at 8 p.m. with a play by The Shack,
entitled "17th & K." Admission is complimentary.

By SARAH COMBS
UPS News Bureau
Cooking "Kalua Pig" in an imu
pit takes alot of time and care. At
2 a.m. Friday morning, lava rocks
from the states of Hawaii and
Washington will be gathered
together and heated for four
hours over a wood fire. At 6 a.m.
Saturday, the hot rocks will be
stuffed inside of two pigs. Then,
they will be lowered into an imu
pit lined with ti leaves (for spice)
and banana stumps (for moisture),
covered with dirt, and left to cook
for six hours in front of Todd
Hall.
Todd Hall!? A UPS dormitory?
Sounds more like Hawaii.
It is. A little bit of the aloha
spirit is present at UPS in the
shape of 151 students from
Hawaii. They extend that spirit to
the student body by presenting
their annual luau on Saturday,
April 23.
The Hui 0 Hawaii club hopes
that residents of the fraternities,
CBC, off campus and regular
housing will use their meal tickets
at 4:30 in the SUB to enjoy the
meal that the islanders will be
serving.
Besides Kalua Pig, the menu
will include Chicken and Long
Rice; Teriyaki steak; Lomi
Salmon; Poi; Sweet Potatoe; Fruit
Salad and Haupia, a kind of

Alex Haley, Soul Food,

the cooperation of the Black Student Union's "Black Arts
Festival" and the Associated Student's Artist and Lecture
Program.
April 30-May 2 are the official dates for Spring
Weekend, but the activities are expanded throughout the
week of April 26 and continuing into the first week of May.
Highlighting the series of events will be the Black Arts
Festival Cultural Night, Soul Food Dinner in the SUB, and
the guest appearance of Alex Haley, (author of Malcolm X's
autobiography). Artist and Lectures, in conjunction with the
Festival, will sponsor a Jazz Festival on Friday and Saturday
night starting at 7:00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Admission is
free to UPS students with their ASB Card. All other persons
wishing to attend may purchase their tickets from Mrs.
Ramsdell in the Student Body Office.
The Overtown Berry Trio and the Charles Lloyd
Quartet will perform Friday night at 7:00 and 9:00
respectively, and Saturday will feature Bobby Hutcherson's
Harold Land Quintet and Les McCann, also at 7:00 and 9:00.
Student Activities Committee and Artist and Lectures
are scheduling a dance on Sunday evening in the Fieldhouse,
as well as the following Tuesday in the Great Hall. Which
groups will be playing has not yet been determined. Both
(Continued on Page 10)

"In environmental matters the
onus of proof is on the
innovator," declared Dr. William
Campbell, polar physicist, in the
19th annual Brown and Haley
lecture this past week.
In his Thursday night lecture
entitles "The Ethic of Change,"
Dr. Campbell showed how
Americans have traditionally been
concerned with nature and
affirmed his belief that those who
want to be allow to disrupt nature
should be required to prove why
they ought to be allowed to.
This new ethic calls for
adequate study and conclusive
proof that any project or
deverlopment will not damage
nature. He used data from his first
lectures and his work to show that
this new ethic is upon us, and that
we can be cautiously optimistic
about man and his relations with
nature.
The topic of the three night
series was "How goes the Arctic?"
Dr. Campbell spent the first two
nights giving specific examples of
the work being done in the Arctic.
Dr. Campbell is involved in the
"International Arctic Ice
Dynamics Joint Experiment."

See Page 11
For More Details

ALEX HALEY

Administrative
Admissions
Committee
Expanded
The University Council has
instructed the Faculty Senate and
Central Board to appoint two
representatives each to the
Administrative Admissions
Committee. The council suggests
that the four new members take
an active role in committee
decision making only when policy
revising or setting proposals are
being considered.
Previously the Administrative
Admissions Committee, composed
of Vice-President Smith,
Admissions Director Ed Bowman,
and Associate Admissions
Director Mary Curran, made all
administrative admissions
decisions. In addition, according
to Vice-President Smith, the

(Continued on Page 10)
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GUEST EDITORIAL
By J. J. ROUSSEAU
stir to get to them, because no one is interested in what
happens there, because it is foreseen that the general
will will not prevail, and lastly because domestic cares

"The better the constitution of an organization is,
the more do organizational affairs encroach on the
minds of the members. Private affairs are even of much
less importance, because the aggregate of the common
happiness furnishes a greater proportion of that of each
individual, so that there is less for him to seek in
particular cares.
In a well ordered organization every man flies to
the assemblies: under a bad organization no one cares to

are all-absorbing.
Good laws lead to the making of better ones; bad
ones bring about worse. As soon as any man says of the
affairs of an organization 'What does it matter to me?'
the organization may be given up for lost."
At their meeting on Monday, April 19, the full
Faculty was unable to do business for lack of a quorum.

Earth Week:

"The Time For Talk Has Passed"
By JOHN C. RIDEOUT
Editorial Comment

CB Endorses Treaty
For Peace In Vietnam
By MAILA PUTNAM
On April 13, 1971, Central Board joined 300 student body

Spaceship Earth will hopefully
be remembered with the
observance of Earth Week, April
19-26. Earth Week this year will
be different from Earth Day of
one year ago. The initial shock has
passed. People now have some
idea of the crisis facing humanity.
Everyone is on some level aware
of how man's greed and waste
affect the environment. The time
for talk has passed.
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Earth Week stresses the need
for individual action, since
ecology works only at the
personal level. The legislative
process is an extension of the
people, and (believe it or not)
many legislators do listen to the
needs of their constituents. A
powerful weapon against
irresponsible businesses is a refusal
to buy their products. Public
pressure is a major force in the
American system. Earth Week is
saying that the environment
deserves some contemplation, for

5

presidents, over 50 major universities and numerous peace action groups in
endorsing the National Students Association's People's Peace Treaty. Adopting
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the People's Peace Treaty means pledging to take whatever actions are
appropriate to implement the terms of this Joint Treaty and to insure its
acceptance by the government of the United States."
The actions which "are appropriate" vary from place to place and
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understanding this, the UPS Peace and Justice Coalition has asked that students,
faculty and administration support not only House Bill 4101 and Senate Bill 376
(The Vietnam Disengagement Acts of 1971) but also support the May 4 "Stop

the public must realize that the
need goes beyond ecological
awareness to ecological
commitment. Bicycle treks,
survival walks, and
demonstrations are designed not
to save the earth, but to initiate
individual commitment.
At UPS, the Brown and Haley
lectures were effectively tied into
Earth Week with the presentation
of an absorbing triad of lectures
by Dr. William Campbell.
Speaking on the Arctic and the
"ethic of change", Dr. Campbell
eloquently challenged his
audience to examine themselves,
and set a standard of life within
ecological boundaries.
UPS students, in general
notoriously isolated from the
reality of the world, could well
spend some time questioning how
they may come out of the
isolation of campus life in meeting
environmental problems.

Business as Usual Day." It should be emphasized that no violent action is being
advocated however some action is necessary.
It is time for UPS students to divert their attentions from the all

Do College

important bicycle racks, homecoming royalty and food fights to something which
affects the lives of millions of Vietnamese and millions of Americans. Each day
you face the possibility of being drafted (unless you happen to be rich enough to
evade it) or having friends drafted for the purpose of continuing the killing in

Papers Risk

Vietnam. Each day you face the threat of losing friends and money in a war
which has been unwillingly forced upon the people of the United States, and
continued at monumental expense.
The effects of the war extend far beyond the borders of Vietnam,

IRS Trouble?

and even reach Tacoma and the University of Puget Sound. One reason students
have difficulty in obtaining financial aid is that there is not enough money for

By DAVE AIKEN
College Press Service

education. Why? Part of the answer surely lies in the continued funding of the
war. Welfare is inadequate for the needs of the people; daycare for working
parents is non-existent; low income housing does not meet the needs of the
people. The list could continue almost indefinitely, and why? Why must people
continue to die of starvation and lack of medical treatment in the U.S.? Why must
children be forced to attend second-rate schools? Certainly a major reason is that
the U.S. Government spends $100 billion per year on war.
Every day you continue to "forget" about the war, you perpetuate
deaths not only in Vietnam, but also in the United States. Everyday you place
more emphasis on homecoming keggers, you condemn yourself in the eys of the
world as an irresponsible, totally self-oriented people.
But if YOU'RE happy ....
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A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated Student Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521 .
Ex t. 278. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only :$1.50.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its administration,
faculty, Assosciated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday
prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel.
All material must be signed by the author.
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
( CPS )—As campus newspapers
increasingly voice opinions on
political topics, college
administrators grow increasingly
concerned.
Not just because what the
paper says may be embarrassing,
but because there seems to be a
danger that if a student paper
makes an editorial endorsement of
a political candidate, the college
might get in trouble with the
Internal Revenue Service.
It's unclear so far, however,
how real this danger is. The
concern arises from language in
section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code, which says that
included in tax-exempt status are:
"Corporations
organized
exclusively for religious,
charitable, scientific, testing for
public safety, literary or
educational purposes
no
substantial part of the activities of
which is carrying on propaganda,
or otherwise attempting, to
influence legislation, and which
does not participate in, or
.
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PRE-REGISTRATION FINALLY
Next year's Seniors. Juniors,
Sophomores and graduate
students will be registering four
months earlier this year. An early
May registration for Fall 1971 has
been approved by the
student-faculty Advising
Committee.
Jeff Smith, the Chairman of
Advising Committee, said, "The
purpose of an early registration
for Fall 1971 (and tentative
registration for Spring 1972) is to
insure each student a class
schedule that would represent his
needs and interests."
Working in conjunction with
the Registrar and other
administrators, the Committee
developed and approved a
procedure for the May registration
of continuing students. The
Registrar sent out letters this
week notifying students of the
procedures which will be used.
All students planning to return
in the fall who wish to register
will be allowed to do so. They will
complete a Registration Card for
Fall 1971 and a tentative list of
classes for Spring 1972. There will
be a priority system with next
year's Seniors and graduate
students registering the first week,
Juniors following, and
Sophomores last. Advising
Committee is meeting today to
determine whether Freshmen will
be registered by mail or in the fall.
May Registration
Del Gibbs, Assistant to the
Dean of the Faculty, stated that
the 1971-72 class schedule will be
ready for distribution the first
week of May.
Registration for one of next
year's Seniors might run as
follows:
The student will receive his
registration forms in the mail and
pick up a class schedule in the
Registrar's office or the SUB.
The student will then see his
advisor either the week prior or
the Monday prior to his
registration period.
On Tuesday or Wednesday,
May 11-12, the Senior should turn
in his completed registration
forms upstairs in the SUB lounge.
He will turn in his form during his
assigned period or any time after
that.
Thursday and Friday, the
Registrar's office will pull the

$12,000 Grant
For Training
(NB—JL)—The University of
Puget Sound, in conjunction with
the Tacoma Model Cities Program,
received a $12,000 grant for the
training of Model Neighborhood
planners in the Tacoma area, it
was recently announced.
20 Sessions
Coordinated by Professor
Robert Ford, director of black
studies in the Urban Studies
Department at UPS, the program
will offer 20 course sessions to
train participants in various
aspects of community
development. Classes will include
lectures, group discussions, field
trips, exercises and practical work
in the community. Target date for
their opening is May 15.

Early Registration Will Eliminate Last Minute Class Changes
corresponaing class cards and
notify the student if an alteration
of schedule is necessary.
A list of closed classes will be
available in the Registrar's office
or in the SUB for next year's
Junior and Sophomore classes.
The same registration procedure
will apply for each class.
All changes in schedule will
take place during the regular
add-drop period in September.
This means continuing students
who do not register in May will be
registering AFTER freshmen and
transfer students in the fall.
Downpayment
By the first of August each
student who registered early
would be sent a confirmation of
his class schedule. He would
return it to UPS with some type
of monetary enclosure and a
statement of his acceptance or
rejection of the schedule. Reason
for rejection would be indicated

as either "not returning to UPS"
or "schedule unacceptable."
Advising
Advisement, for those who
seek it, should take place the
week before or at least the day
before a student submits his
registration forms. Advising
Committee has not set times for
students to see their advisors. The
Committee is recommending that
departments and students work
out their own times for
advisement. Some departments
have indicated they may have
group advisory sessions on the
Mondays of each of the three
weeks of registration.
"Students should keep in mind
that they will be planning a class
schedule for the entire year," said
Jack McGee, the Registrar. "By
filling out the tentative
registration form for Spring 1972,

College's Tax-exempt Status?
intervene in (including the
publishing or distributing of
statements), any political
campaign on behalf of any
candidate for public office."
In the case of state supported
student newspapers endorsing
candidates, the college's tax
position will probably not be
affected. State colleges are not
covered by section 501(c)(3),
quoted above, but by section
115(a) of the Code, which states:
"Gross income (i.e. taxable
income) does not
include ... income derived from
any public utility or the exercise
of any essential governmental

function and accruing to a
State ..." More simply, state-run
enterprises such as colleges are
exempt from federal tax.
If a newspaper which operates
as an integral part of a state
institution were to make a
political endorsement, it seems
there is little the IRS could do.
There is alot the state legislature
could do, however. That would
seem to be a much more real
source of concern to college
administrators, and student
editors.
Student newspapers in
privately supported colleges and
universities could conceivably
affect the institution's tax-exempt
status.
LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE

ANYTIME!
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A GOOD PLACE TO EA1

it will make it easier for our office
to resolve possible schedule
conflicts and to plan for next
Spring."
Transfers
One week during the summer
will be used for registration of
transfer students within
commuting distance who wish to
come to the campus for advising
and registration. All those not in
the area will be able to register
through the mail.
Darrel Johnson, ASUPS
President, stated that there will be
someone from the Registrar's
office at a table in the SUB to
answer questions and explain
procedures for Early Registration.
The table will be manned from
noon to one p.m. the week prior
to the first registration period as
well as the Monday of each
registration week.
A Princess extension .

Community Responsibility
Specific topics to be covered
are decision making; meeting
skills; survey techniques;
monitoring of public service
projects; a symposium on the
process and value of public
relations and dissemination of
information to the public, and
others. Instructors will be drawn
from the UPS staff and Urban
Studies faculty, and members of
the Tacoma Model City Agency
staff.
In describing the significance
of the project, Professor Ford
said, "UPS has a responsibility to
provide needed services to its local
community. The Urban Studies
Department has taken this
responsibility to heart in its
attempts to relate to Tacoma,
especially its disadvantaged areas.
"This program is but one of
our attempts to offer professional
and technical training to lay
people in the community."
Follow up
-

The newly funded project is a
follow-up to last summer's
program, which trained Model
Neighborhood residents to be
more effective planners for their
community.
"This year's focus will be on
assisting these residents to
monitor and evaluate the success
of their efforts," Ford explained.

Jackson Pushed

great idea for a gift.

For President

EXHIBITION
AND SALE

Could Newspaper's Affect

(Continued from Page 2)

UPS Receives

There is a movement to
organize Jackson for President
clubs on the campuses of the state
of Washington. Any students
interested in forming such a club
here should contact David S.
Admire, 101 N. 46 No. 301,
Seattle, Washington.

Rete0 Seweird

UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
Basement of University Chapel
FRIDAY APRIL 23
11 A.M. to 8 P.M.

JEWELRY

ARRANGED BY
FERDINAND
ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE, MD.

Sales and Service for
Accutron
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 1-6686

CHAGALL,
BASKIN,
ROUAU LT,
DAUMIER
& MANY
OTHERS

PURCHASES MAY BE CHARGED

JOHNNY'S
on 'the MAR
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

npeciatizin.g . in
Steaks * Seafw
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Corporate Enterprise - "The Sun Never Sets..."
By GREG KLEINER
Stocks and bonds are an integral part - of any
large corporation, not only the selling of stocks,
but the buying of them thus absorbing and
becoming a controlling part of another
corporation. Our University owns stocks and
bonds in corporations like those which will be
discussed in this article. The facts presented in this
article have been researched from Moody's
Manuels and from the Joint Strategy and Action
Committee Grapevine.
I.B.M—Conducts business in 108 countries
outside the U.S. directly or indirectly, through
foreign subsidiaries.
The corporation Feder Systems Division
concentrates on advanced technology and special
systems for the ground based, airborne, and
spaceborne information handling and control
needs of the U.S. Government.
WEYERHAEUSER—In 1967 acquired 45 per
cent controlling interest in Barlow Weyerhaeuser
Packaging Investments, Ltd., in Johannesburg,
South Africa. It also has interests in shipping
container producers in Capetown, Letaba, and
Peter Maritzburgh—all in South Africa.
BANK OF AMERICA—owns majority interest
in Banca d'Americae d'Italia, which operates 86
offices throughout Italy. It also has investments in
Nigerian Industrial Development Bank, in Lagos,
Nigeria.
CHASE MANHATTAN BANK—has
140
branches in countries outside the U.S., some of
which include: 2 branches in Saigon, Vietnam; 2
branches in Bangkok, Thailand; 2 branches in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; 2 branches in Seoul,
Korea.
(The Chase Mn"hattan Bank is controlled by
the RocWerei family which also controls
Standard Oil Company.)
of
STANDARD OIL OF NEW JERSEY—some
the subsidiaries are: Creole Petroleum Corp: (95
per cent control by Jersey )—exploration,
production, refining, transportation and marketing
in Venezula.
Some 50 percent of Standard's profits comes
from oil operations in Venezula. This country is
the world's third largest oil producer but the
petroleum industry employs 1.1 per cent of its
population.
Esso Standard Eastern—(100 per cent control by
Jersey)—coordinating Jersey's oil and gas interest
in Japan, Phillipines, S.E. Asia, IPdiat, Pakistan,
Australia, and New Zealand.
Esso has recently been 'awarded' large portions

Smith China
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of the oil rich deposits off the coast of the
Indochina peninsula, by the governments of
South Vietnam and the U.S.
Standard and Esso—spend 0.5 per cent of their
net sales on pollution control.
In February 1970 New Jersey Standard was
involved in two major oil spills in Florida causing
$10-12 million in damage to ecology and property.
Recently two of its tankers collided under the
Golden Gate Bridge spilling oil in the San
Francisco Bay area.
TEXACO—was one of three companies involved
in the Santa Barbara well blowout, and it is one of
13 companies charged by the U.S. Attorney
General with polluting the New York harbor
waters.

MARTIN

Gordon has completed a period of special training under
Standard's College Intern Program. He is fully qualified to help
with insurance and financial planning to fit your needs now--with valuable options you may exercise after graduation.
GORDY MARTIN
Suite 351 Tacoma Mall Office Bldg.
GR 5-7533
STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY

Established 1906
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SKIN CARE
PERMANENT removal of facial
hair. Blemish treatment.
Peelings and Skin Rejuvenation.
Call the Vienna Skin Care
Center, SK 2-5854.
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Nixon And That Silent Majority
Let us give the people of America a chance, a bigger
voice in deciding for themselves those questions that
so greatly affect their lives.
Nixon in his State of the Union message Jan. 22.

I am certain a Gallup poll would show that the
great majority of the people would want to pull out
of Vietnam. But a Gallup poll would also show that
a great majority of the people would want to pull
three or more divisions out of Europe. And it would
also show that a great majority of the people would
cut our defense budget. Polls are not the answer.
Nixon to Sulzberger New York Times March 10.

Neither it seems—for Nixon—is majority rule.

War Tax Resistance Urges
Refusal of Telephone Tax
Communication—seemingly the
problem of the age.
The communication gap—the
same age-old, and yet new
problem.
The telephone, as a tool of
communication, enables us to talk
to others throughout the
world—and the tax on it enables
the government to continue
spreading the Vietnam war
throughout Indochina. We are
asking you to use your telephone
for a new type of communication.
We are asking you to let our
government know, through your
refusal to pay the ten per cent war
tax, that you are against the war
that the Government is waging in

Vietnam.
The tax on phone bills was
three percent until 1966 when it
was raised to the present ten per
cent. The tax was to have been
totally dropped as of 1969, but
Chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, said of the bill
enabling this tax, "It is clear that
Vietnam and only the Vietnam
operations makes this bill
necessary." By paying this tax,
you are paying for the war to
continue!
Your telephone service will not
be discontinued, but you will be
showing that you are against the
war! All you need do is send in a

note with each payment stating

that you are withholding the tax
because you will not pay for the
continuation of the "Vietnam
operations." Bell simply sends a
note to the Internal Revenue
Service stating that you have not
paid the tax. The IRS, in turn,
sends you a computer read out
form stating that "your balance
due" is, and eventually they ask
for you to pay it. Even if you pay,
or continue to resist, you have
thrown a wooden shoe into the
workings of the war machine and
have caused it to expend a great
deal of time and operational skill
to collect the sum.
For further information on
War Tax Resistance, write:
War Tax Resistance - Northwest
Mary Lou and Bob Dickerson
8540 Stone Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98103
EXPLOSION IN OVEN
If you burn the inside of the ove
with an exploded potato or some
thing, soak a cloth in ammonia an •
let it stay on the burned places a
hour or so, after which you cc
scrape the spots clean without
harming the enamel.
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U.S. DEPRIVING ASIANS OF FREEDOM
B y GREG KLEINER
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End This War Immediately
To the University Community:

for House Bill 4101 and Senate
Bill 376. These are the
Vietnam Disengagement Acts
of 1971, and the petitions will
be sent to Senators Magnuson
and Jackson, and Congressman
Hicks.

prisoners of war ;

All war is bad—the Vietnamese war is spectacularl y
bad. In most wars both sides are at fault. In the Vietnam war
one side is spectacularl y at fault.
Most wars are evil because the killin g b y both sides is
carried out for reasons that are, at best, not worth the killin g .
The reasons for the Vietnamese war are becomin g extremel y
clear now. The y were outlined b y ex-President Eisenhower as
bein g primaril y tin and rubber deposits in S.E. Asia. Nixon is
now re-outlinin g the reasons for involvement in terms of the
lar ge off-shore oil deposits located all over the S.E. Asian
peninsula area. Therefore, the reasons for the killin g , the
g reed of the U.S. industrial (militar y ) complex, are a g ain not,
in an y wa y , substantial to support the slau g hter that the war
is causin g .
Vietnam is a spectacularl y evil war for not onl y is the
U.S. supportin g a totalitarian dictatorship in the South, but it
supports and has supported the invasion of two nations,
threatened to invade a third, and dail y bombs four nations of
the S.E. Asian area.
This nation is en g a g ed in the eco-cide of all of
Vietnam, so that the g round, mother earth, in both North
and South Vietnam has been saturation-bombed to such an
extent that it has been "laterized." This means that the
g round solidifies into a leather like form, then cracks and
peels. Nothin g can g row on it—'the y made a desert and called
it peace'.
The defoliants and herbicides used b y the U.S. in
vietnam have destro y ed the natural plant life for generations,
and their side affects have caused birth defects amon g the
Vietnamese livin g in the affected areas.
Perhaps the most crucial point to keep in mind about
the evil of this war is that the U.S. is wa g in g a war a g ainst
somethin g they know is g ood. The nationalism of the North
has remained throu g h the fi g htin g and defeat of French
colonialism, Japanese occupation, a brief attempt at
re-colonization b y the French, and the subse q uent
colonization b y the United States.
The people of Vietnam are united in an effort to
drive the forei g n elements out of their countr y so that the y ,
and not forei g n companies, can derive the benefits of their
resources. The North has the s y stem that was reco g nized, as
earl y as 1956, as wanted b y the people of Vietnam b y an
estimated 80 per cent.
Now the g overnment of the U.S., throu g h the most
atrocious methods of destro y in g the land and people of
Vietnam and Indochina, is tr y in g to deprive them of what
the y want most—their countr y and their freedom.

We, members of the University
of Puget Sound Peace and Justice
Coalition, have staged our first
action on this campus. We have
also participated in the April 17
Peace March in Seattle, and will
participate in the April 24 Peace
THESE BILLS CALL FOR:
March in San Francisco. But this
is only the beginning of the Peace
After May 1, 1971, all funds
Offensive planned for this spring. authorized or to be appropriated
We, in the Coalition, and all of under any Act may be spent in
the concerned members of the
community of students, faculty
and staff at UPS, realize that:
1—the Vietnam war;
2—the invasions of Cambodia
and Laos;
3—the threatened invasion of
North Vietnam;
4—the massive aerial bombings
of North and South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos;
are all wrong and evil.
In conjunction with our
brothers and sisters in this
country, North and South
Vietnam, and throughout the
world we call upon the American
people and the American
government to
END THIS WAR IMMEDIATELY,
We do not hide the plan we
have for peace. We propose two
types of action to bring about
PEACE NOW:
1—Sign the People's Peace
Treaty. Declare that the
government of America will
have to make war in the name
of those in the
government—for the People of
America are making PEACE
with the people of S.E. Asia.
2—Sign the petition of support

"(3)—To arrange asy lum or
other means to assure the
safety of South Vietnamese SURVIVAL HANDBOOK
who might be physically
endangered by withdrawal of
American forces;
What would you do if you
A SURVIVAL HANDBOOK
experienced
a
sudden
loss
of
listing
some of these services and
"(4)—To provide assistance to
the Republic of Vietnam something very important to you, how to contact them is available
consistent with the foregoing that being part of yourself. This through the Coordinator of
could be your arms, your eyes, Women's Counseling, Mrs.
objectives."
your muscle strength, your mental Hamilton or from the head
connection with the activities of
efficiency, or a variety of other residents of the dorms.
American armed forces in and
IN PEACE:
things. Now is the time while you
over Vietnam ONLY to UPS Peace and Justice Coalition
are
still able to search and find
accomplish the following Minde Sunde, Bob Huey, Lee
out
what
services are available to
objectives: Eldridge, Paula Zimmerman, Dan
Salins, Carol Fritts, Norm Eder, the members of the Tacoma
"(1)—To bring about the Dave Shortell, Jesse Sanders, community.
Various organizations and
orderly termination of military Kathy Hubbard.
operations there and the safe Ron Smith, Phil Haas, Margie institutions have been developed
and systematic withdrawal of Albertson, Cathy Vaughn, Nick to be of service to everyone in
remaining American armed Parker, Greg Kleiner, Doug Jones, times of need. These services in
forces by December 31, 1971; Maila Putnam, Robert Plummer, the field of rehabilitation are for
those whose functional capacity is
"(2)—To insure the release of Doug Kleiner.
inadequate to cope with the
activities of daily living. Therefore
"Rehabilitation is the readapting
of a person's life style, socially,
physically, psychologically and
vocationally so that he may
function at his maximum
capability."
m
Rehabilitation is a combination
Scuba-diving classes for both Registrations are being taken now
of treatments patterned according
men and women are being offered and further information may be
soa r
to the unique needs of the
by the Tacoma-Pierce County obtained by calling the YWCA,
YWCA on Tuesdays and BR 2-4181.
disability.
Thursdays from 7:15 to 10:15
p.m. Requirements for the class
include a physical within the past
year, consent of a physician, basic
For Full American College Credit
swimming skills, and a minimum
age of 14. Participants must bring
1971-1972 School Year
mask, snorkle and fins, swimsuit,
and towel. All other equipment
The University of Portland in Pamplona
will be furnished.
Write:
The classes run for eight weeks
Director
with two open water dives. The
University of Portland in Spain
6th Ave.
fee is $30 for YWCA members
Tel.
University of Portland
at Oakes
FU 3-4739
and $35 for non-members.

TODAY

YWCA Offers Co-Ed
SCUBA Diving Classes
BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

CHERRY
PIE
ALA
MODE
254
CELLAR 10

Study in Spain

"Especially for
YOU!"

Portland, Oregon 97203
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ART SALE
NEEDS YOU
By CHUCK WHEELER
The Art Garden Rose Day
Mother's Show is, as the malt
liquor commercial puts it, "a
completely unique experience."
Students, faculty and members of
the community are being offered
an opportunity to show and/or
sell art work of any shape, size or
style in the beautiful setting of
the Weyerhaeuser mansion and
grounds. Never before in the
history of UPS has such a variety
of art forms been brought
together in one place. Starting
with an idea for selling a few pots
and sketches, the concept has
blossomed into a full-blown
festival of the arts. If all of this
sounds a little sensational, it's
only because it is.
But where did it all begin'? Art
and Rose were goovin' at the
Boogie one night and Art said:
"Boogies are fine for a Tuesday
night, but what are we going to do
for Mother's Day?" Ideas were
kicked around. "well," Rose said,
"we could take Mom to the
Cameo. She always enjoys that."
"Naw," came Art's reply, "we
did that last year. We need
something with a little class!
Pizazz! Sparkle! Like an evening
on the town with Ted Mack."
"Or how about a copy of '100
Cooking Delights' by Richard
Grimwood. Or a Greyline tour of
Ruston," said Rose energetically.
"I've got it," cried Art. "Let's
take her to the Art Garden Rose
Day Mother's Show."
So Art and Rose became so
enthusiastic they decided that
since the Art Garden Rose Day
Mother's show didn't already
exist, they would invent it. And
thus it came to pass.
Such creative genii couldn't be
held back. First thing they
-

"Art is in the eye of the beholder. Drawings, paintings, ceramics, and sculptures are
among the many categories of art work to be exhibited and sold at the Art Show.

INTERNATIONAL FETE TODAY
By DOUG NICHOLS
Perhaps as you sit there now
reading this article International
Club members are busy with final
preparations for today's
International Festival in the SUB
Lounge from 2-5:30 p.m. A
nominal charge of 25 cents will
allow you to visit this unique
presentation of display booths,
food and entertainment.
Colorful display booths
representing cultures of many
nations, ranging from Colombia to
China, India to the Central
African Republic and Holland, to

Saudi Arabia will exhibit the
life-styles, customs and cultures of
the respective nations. Each booth
will be manned by a member of
that nation, clothed in native
dress, in order to answer questions
and also to be a physical example
of the people. Strange foods
tempting visitors with exotic
aromas will delight and please
your curiosity. Native song and
dance and global slidepresentation will entertain visitors
at regular intervals. Entertainment
adds much to the Festival's
character and will prove to be

final ingredients in the make-up of
a successful International Festival.
I.C. President Jitendra Shah
emphasized the need for your
support of today's Festival by
saying all proceeds will go towards
the finance of the foster-child this
UPS organization maintains.
Remember, TODAY, in the
SUB Lounge from 2-5:30 p.m., is
your chance to see different
cultures displayed and performed
and make new friends from
around the globe. Become an
"international" by dropping by.
Invite a friend. Ciaou.

-

-

decided was to limit the show to
only a few categories of art, like
lawn sculpture, painting, drawing,
candles, ceramics, jewelry, leather
work, macrame, mobiles, kinetic
art, electric art, and a few others.
Next, they needed a place. Art
got on the phone and things really
began to buzz. The Astrodome
wasn't interested. The Forum in
Rome was too expensive. Madison
Square Garden was booked solid.
But Art was adamant.
"Golly, Mr. Nixon, why can't
we have it at your place?" Art was
heard to exclaim over the phone
one afternoon. Finally, it was
decided. The Weyerhaeuser
Mansion at 4301 North Stevens
was ready, willing and able and
would suit everybody's purpose
just fine.
The hardest part was yet to
come. The time, place, and
ground rules were set, but there
was no artwork. Art went right to
the top, calling on one of the
Pacific Northwest's most famous
avant-garde craftsman.
And the mystery artist replied:
"Sure!" He then contributed a
piece of work with an estimated
value of $1000.
At this point, Art figured he
had the whole thing in the bag. He
distributed applications to submit
work all around the UPS campus,
then waited for the deluge of
replies. And waited. And waited.
Art is still waiting.
And this is where you come in,
dear reader. If you have anything
you'd like to show or sell at the
classy social event of the year,
simply clip the coupon, fill it out
and drop it off in Jones 222 or
the ASB office in the SUB. There
will be a $2 registration fee, but
don't send it in with your
application, Art doesn't want
your money 'til he can talk to you
personally.

Hans Van de Meerendenk of Holland, Christina Wang of Taiwan and Jitendra Shah of
India are busily preparing for today's International Festival.

UPS Grad Performs:

"Six Characters Plus Me"
(NB-SPC)—An actress of many
faces and talents will present a
complimentary one-woman show
at 8 p.m. on April 28 in Kilworth
Memorial Chapel at the University
of Puget Sound.
As part of their Spring
Weekend festivities, UPS will
present "Six Characters Plus Me",
a dramatic presentation by UPS
alum Marjorie Casebier.
Miss Casebier is the associate
artistic director and an actress
with the Festival Theatre in San
Anselmo, Cal. Using a few pieces
of furniture on a bare stage, she
brings to life six different

characters chosen from the 34
productions in which she has
appeared.
The characters represent a
variety of ages and types, from a
little girl to a New Orleans
spinster; from a Bronx coed to a
Chaplinesque magician.
As the actress changes her
costumes offstage, she continues
to be present onstage through her
tape-recorded voice. She talks
personally about some of her
experiences in acting, resources
she has drawn on from her
background and reflections on her
feelings about acting.

Miss Casebier is an honors
graduate from UPS and of the
Pacific School of Religion in
Berkeley, Cal. In 1958, she joined
Elizabeth Berrybill, and other
members of the Straw Hat
Theatre, to create the Festival
Theatre as San Anselmo's resident
theatre.
In her 11 years with Festival
Theatre, Miss Casebier has worked
in some 56 productions as an
actress, personnel director,
production coordinator, "Poet-Laureate" of Inyokern, California at age 12, actress
promotion director or Marjorie Casebier will give complimentary performance at
publications director.
UPS April 28.
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Dr. Oncley, Organist, To Retire
(NB-JL)—Dr. Alma Oncley,
organist, will present a faculty
recital in the Jacobsen Recital
Hall at the University of Puget
Sound on Sunday, April 25 at 4
p.m. Dr. Oncley is retiring from
teaching at the college in June,
with a rank of Professor Emeritus,
after twelve years as head of the
organ department. She will be
assisted in this concert by her
husband, Dr. Paul Oncley and by
a string orchestra directed by Dr.
Edward Hansen.
A special feature will be the
first Northwest performance of
"Concerto for Organ, Viola and
String Orchestra" by Michael
Haydn, Joseph Haydn's younger

brother. The viola soloist in this
work will be Dr. Paul Oncley. He
will also be the singer in a group
of "Seven Psalms" by a
contemporary young American
composer, David Chilels. Mrs.
Oncley will play a Bach
chorale-prelude and "Now Comes
the Gentiles' Savior," by Hugo
Distler.
Dr. Alma Oncley is a graduate
of the Eastman school of Music
and completed her doctorate in
sacred music at Union Theological
Seminary. Before joining the UPS
faculty, she taught at the
University of North Carolina. She
is also organist at Phinney Ridge
Lutheran Church in Seattle, and

was formerly organist-director of
the Tacoma First Presbyterian
Church.
Dr. Paul Oncley studied at the
Eastman and Juilliard Schools and
at Columbia University. He was
formerly a violinist with the
Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra. In Tacoma he founded
the Tacoma Youth Symphony
and is currently director of music
at Lake Burien Presbyterian
Church in Seattle.
Dr. Edward Hansen teaches
organ at UPS and is
organist-director of the Plymouth
Congregational Church in Seattle.
The public is cordially invited.

Dr. Alma Oncley, retiring this year after 12 years as head of
the UPS organ department, will present a concert with her
husband, Dr. Paul Oncley, April 25.

Complimentary Organ,
Violin Recital Tonight
"What is the mystery sculpture? Who is the mystery artist? The answers will be
revealed at the Art Garden - Rose Day Mother's Show."

(NB—JD)—Two students who
hold music scholarships at the
University of Puget Sound will
present a joint recital at 8:15 p.m.
April 23 in Jacobsen Recital Hall

in the UPS Music Building.
Kristin Schutte, violinist who
was soloist with the Tacoma
Youth Symphony during their
European trip last summer, and
organist Dianne Everson will be
on the program.
Miss Schutte holds the Presser
Foundation Music Scholarship;
Miss Everson is a Garrigues
Foundation scholar.
During the recital, Miss Schutte
Variations on the theme are will perform "Poeme" by
provided by Ken Stevens and Chau sson, "Scherzo-Tarantella"
Donald Taylor. Stevens has by Wieniawski and "Nocturne in
sensitive, well-glazed and C Sharp Minor" by Chopin. She
well-formed works, which will be accompanied by Lynda
occasionally emphasize the McConnell, pianist.
obvious. For example, a platter
Organist at St. Mary's
carefully labeled "platter." A Episcopal Church in Lakewood,
humerous commentary is added Miss Everson's program will
by D. Taylor. His kewpie dolls include works by Hindemith,
and sculptured pieces proclaim an Langlais, Durufle and Bach.
amusing truth, and maybe are, as
A sophomore organ major, she
one asserts, "a monument to the is a student of Dr. Alma Oncley.
cute, trite, and trivial.
The recital is complimentary.
.*.a.4*.A..4daTasa•

Prints, Pots Exhibit In Kittredge
Whether your tastes are
traditional or tend toward the
"far-out", your time will be well
spent in visiting the Master of
Fine Arts Exhibition now taking
place in Kittredge Gallery.
Candidates featured in this year's
exhibit are Helen Buchanan, print
maker, and Bruce Dedmon, Max
McCormick, Jeff Proctor, Ken
Stevens, and Donald Taylor,
potters.
The artists are introduced to
the viewer in a very unique
manner. By use of a silk screening
process their photographs have
been placed on large ceramic

plates and hung in the entry.
Helen Buchanan is exhibiting
her prints including cement prints
and wood cuts. The textural
quality in the work is excellent
and the design and color schemes
are well executed. Her wood cuts
make use of naturalistic themes
while the cement prints are of
petroglyphs and and reminiscent
of early cave art.
Ceramics make up the majority
of the show and the work displays
a wide variety in not only size and
shape but purpose. They illustrate
the fact that pottery can be
utilitarian and decorative as well.

Bruce Dedmon is a fine
craftsman and uses his skill
particularly well in the designs on
his pieces. The designs are etched
into the pottery as well as being
distinguished by colors. Max
McCromick combines glazes and
shapes with appealing effect. He
makes use of unusual techniques
such as cartoon collage with equal
succes. The pottery of Jeff
Proctor is more in the traditional
line. He has done some delicate
combinations of design and color.

Unique Summer Offerings:

NEW EMPHASIS IN
RELIGION CLASSES
(NB-JL)—The University of
Puget Sound is offering another
"new look" study program in
religion this summer, designed to
explore the influence of biblical
themes on various aspects of
Western civilization.
The departments of art,
religion and comparative literature
have combined efforts to provide
a program including such classes
as Food as Folk Theology; The
Hero Journey in Scripture and
Myth; The Quest for the
Absolute; Hinduism and
Buddhism: Ideas and Images; The
Silence of God; and Religion and

Modern Man.
Each course is designed to
produce one academic unit of
credit and may be taken either at
the undergraduate or graduate
level. Some will be offered the
first-half session of summer
school, June 14 through July 14,
and the remaining classes from
July 15 to August 13.
For further information or
advance registration, persons may
contact Dr. E. Delmar Gibbs,
director of the Summer School, or
Dr. Robert Albertson, director of
the Humanities Division.

Top (left to right) "Has the Whole World Gone Bananas?," "Monument to the Cute,
Trite, and Trivial," and "Super Lemon—Dedicated to American Industry." Below:
"People Pot." All by Donald Taylor, one of five MFA candidates now exhibiting in
Kittredge Gallery.
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"Baring Himself, His Mind, Life And Ideas"
By CAROL RICHARDS
University Theatre's production of Arthur Miller's
After The Fall opened its two-week run in Jones Hall
Auditorium last night. Performances will continue tonight
and tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. and Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of next week. Tickets are available in the box office
in Jones Hall daily from 1 to 5 and until 9 on performance
nights.
Since its controversial initial opening in New York's
Lincoln Center, with Jason Robards and Barbara Loden in
leading roles under the direction of Elia Kazan,After the Fall
has achieved critical acclaim.
UPS Director, Tom Somerville
Riner, who most recently
explains, "Miller was initially played both George in Who's
criticized in New York on the Afraid of Virginia Wolf?, and
basis that no person, playwright Dionysus in The Bacchae, for the
or whatever, had the privilege of UPS Winterim Repertory Theatre,
baring himself, his mind, life and compared the roles of George and
ideas to an audience to such a Quentin.
"The part of Quentin is
thorough degree. But if a
play wright doesn't put his particularly hard because Miller
personal ideas and beliefs into a writes so realistically. I have no
play, it may lack a certain 'mask' to wear as I could with
honesty. I don't believe a writer George's drunkenness." Riner
can completely separate himself described the role of Quentin as
from his work. And yet it complex and difficult to
appeared that some critics believe understand. "It's only in these last
there is a certain level at which three weeks that I have really
the playwright cannot go beyond grasped it myself. The character is
in expressing himself. Not just in so deep in emotional and
creating a plot and script, but in psychological experiences."
putting himself into it. It is quite
Director Tom Somerville said
obvious that Miller has put his of After The Fall, "What makes
entire self into After The Fall."
the play so fascinating is that the
Although the playwright sequence and dialogue are not in
denied accusations that the play the traditional form of realistic
was primarily autobiographical, production. What the audience
parallels to Miller's life and hears and sees are ideas and the
experience cannot be overlooked. thoughts of Quentin. After a few
In Quentin, Miller has mirrored minutes, one realizes that the
himself and the world and other entire play is based on the
people as he experienced them. conversation between Quentin
Sophomore Richard Riner, and Narrator, and what one sees is
who plays Quentin in the UPS not Quentin's reliving of the
production, stated further that memories, but his reactions and
Quentin is "a modern Everyman." interpretations of them. We are

MAGGIE, played by Rebecca Stanley, with Richard Riner as Quentin.

seeing thoughts and the thought
process on the stage rather than a
structured, conventional plot line.
However, the play is not in the
realm of Theatre of The Absurd.
This is what makes it such a
unique piece of playwrighting."
The play is extremely
interesting to experience because
it is almost thoroughly fluid in
production. It is constantly
moving, changing and peaking at
very unpredictable moments. Just

as our minds work, constantly
thinking and symbolizing in short,
fluctuating spasms, and yet
somehow tied together with what
must be our own personal
intellect.
Student members of the cast
frequently commented on the
complex technical aspects of the
production. While the set itself is
simple, consisting of multilevel,
barren platforms, the stage
lighting is intricate and requires

precise timing. Becky Harris, who
will play Louise, remarked that
After the Fall requires 168 light

cues, as compared to the 132 used
for the many special effects in the
1969 UPS production of Macbeth.
Dave Phipps, who plays Dan,
and cast member King Brown
described one quick change for
the "subway scene" which
performers at first couldn't quite
make. The results were barefooted
performers with loose, flying
neckties. At one rehearsal a
performer was knocked off a
platform into a would-be wave
during the rush.
Two days before opening
night, another mishap occurred
during rehearsal. Actor Richard
Riner tore one knee out of the
suit he was to have performed in.
He and director Tom Somerville
were last seen in a downtown
department store trying to replace
the costume.
Riner expressed enthusiasm for
the production, however,
regretting only the fact that as a
student playing a major role such
as Quentin, he does not have the
time, as a professional might, to
spend eight hours a day, everyday,
on his role.
Rebecca Stanley, who has
portrayed Lisa in the Lakewood
Theatre production of David and
Lisa, and Madame Rosepetal in
the 1968 UPS production of Oh
Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You
in the Closet and I'm Feeling So
Sad, will play Maggie.

(left to right) Becky Harris, David Phipps, Becky Stanley, Roberta Blair, Professor Ray Berry,
Hendrickson, and Barb Stong on the After the Fall set.

Miss Stanley quoted two
responses, made in a 1957 press
conference, as typical of her
character. When asked how she
felt about press conferences, the
prototype for Maggie responded,
"I think they're fun, because
sometimes I get to see what I
think." When asked what she
thought of underwear, her
response was, "I have no prejudice
against it."
Maggie is one of Quentin's
former wives, a part of his
disillusioning experience with
love, that experience which leads
him to say, "I am bewildered by
the death of love. And my
responsibility for it," and to
Richard Riner, Dina conclude that, "We are very
dangerous."
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Stegman Refuses
To Pay Taxes
Editor's Note: The following
story was carried in the
Washington State University
DAILY EVERGREEN on
Thursday, April 15.
Among many students who are
pondering their political and
moral convictions is a man who is
taking a definite stand on his
beliefs.
Chris Stegman, who describes
himself as a "20-year old white
American who wishes he were
free" has decided that by paying
the $71 of income tax he owes
and by consenting to be inducted
into the armed forces, he would
be violating his principles.
Therefore, he refused to do both.
In a leaflet that he is
distributing across campus,
Stegman explains his positions
and some of his reasons for
arriving at these positions.
"In short," the statement
reads, "I will not co-operate in
any way with the United States
Government until it changes its
priorities from destructive
(warlike) to constructive
(peaceful) measures."
Stegman, who until this
semester was a student at
Washington State University in
Pullman, has taken several steps to
insure that the Internal Revenue
service cannot acquire his
property as payment of his
income tax bill. The IRS, he
explained, first writes letters to
the non-taxpayer asking for his
money; then sends an agent to the
person and interviews him. If
payment cannot be acquired, it
then takes steps to place a lein on
the assets of the non-payer.
To prevent this, Stegman has
removed all of his money from
the bank, is taking steps to sell his
motorcycle and car and is
otherwise limiting his available

assets.
In explaining his refusal to be
inducted into the armed forces
(his draft lottery number is eight),
Stegman stated that he would
apply for ".onscientious
Objector's status, but would insist
that he not serve in any military
force.

toed
with Form
1040A
)_December 31,
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CHRIS STEGMAN, an ex-Washington State University Student has made a personal
decision to refuse payment of any income tax to the government to protest U.S.
involvement in the War in Southeast Asia. He has also refused induction into the
armed forces.

The only way he would serve,
he stated, would be his assignment
to an alternative service with no
relation to the military at all. This
would only be the case, he said, if
he could choose the area in which
he would serve.

CHANCE
To Recruit
JC Students

If unable to obtain what he
feels is a worthwhile position
serving in an alternative service,
Stegman stated that he would give
his draft card to Joan Baez when
she is in the Spokane area in a
month or so.
Miss Baez, Stegman stated, is
collecting draft cards of men who
are against the draft system and
the war, and is creating a
movement by sending these cards
to government officials
proclaiming the groups feelings.
A greater impact is created by
the act of turning in draft cards in
a large number at one time,
explained Stegman instead of a
few individuals turning their cards
over at different times.
After a year of study in
Sweden, which he will undertake
in August, Stegman is unsure of
what his future will hold.
Stegman's stand and his
feelings may be summed up with a
quote from his statement: My
allegiance will not be based on
nationalistic pride but on pride as
a human being allied with
mankind. Nothing less and
nothing more. I am not my
brothers keeper—I am my
brothers brother!"

, 1969 end lnL
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"A Mr. Ali to see you sir. About a pardon
for not killing anyone."

Final Draft Prepared
SUB Space Allocations
By TIM K LEESPIES

by the Bookstore will become
a cash food sales area serving
students, faculty, and staff.
5)Cellar X will be turned into a
student recreation area
complete with pool tables.

The Housing Committee met
Wednesday, April 21, to consider
the Fraternity Housing
Agreements and the Student
Center space allocations. The final
6)The area now occupied by
draft of the agreement between
the Health Center will be used
the University and the individual
as office space for
fraternities was presented and
TAMANAWAS and
discussed.
Panhellenic-IFC, as well as a
The Student Center space
dark
room to be used jointly
allocation subcommittee
by
the
TAMANAWAS and the
presented its recommendations,
TRAIL.
which include:
7)The lounge on the second
1)The present faculty dining
floor
will be remodeled.
area will be reallocated as the
Health and Counseling center.
The by-laws of the committee
2)The Bookstore will be moved require that any proposal be
in entirety to the basement, submitted one week and voted
where it will occupy the upon the next. The committee
present text department, the will vote upon the proposals next
housing office and room 9. Wednesday at 3 p.m., and if they
3)The sororities will retain are adopted, the proposals will be
their chapter rooms. presented to the University
4)The area presently occupied Council meeting on May 5.

(NB-JL)—"CHANCE to Back A
Brother" Scholarship Campaign at
the University of Puget Sound has
moved into its second phase, that
of recruiting Back A Brother
Scholars for the 971-71
academic year, it was recently
announced by Lloyd Stuckey,
vice president for financial affair..
Although donations are still
coming in sporadically, it appears
that the total scholarship fund
will amount to between $15,000
and $20,000. With additional aid
from the university and the
federal government through the
Education Opportunity Grants
program, "CHANCE" will bring
approximately 30 students to UPS
next year who would not be able
to continue their education
otherwise. The University is
currently soliciting matching
funds from private foundations
nationwide to augment the
scholarship effort.
At a recent meeting of the
campaign's funding and selection
committee, campaign chairman
Robert Ford said the major
emphasis will be on recruitment
of junior college transfers from
Tacoma, Ft. Steilacoom and
Green River community colleges.
"A student applying to UPS
for 'CHANCE to Back A Brother'
aid must follow the same
procedure an any other individual
seeking admission to the school,"
Ford explained. "Once the
admissions office has okayed their
applications, they'll be sent to the
funding committee for further
consideration.
"Upon selection, the names of
next year's 'Back A Brother
Scholars' will be publicly
announced."
Selection of the scholarship
recipients will be made primarily
on the basis of financial need. A
student may qualify if he has
attained at least a 2.00 grade
average, if he has completed two
years of college and if his family
income is less than $7500 per
year. The deadline for application
is July 1.

New York Educator Speaking

Charles Lloyd will appear Friday, April 30 at 9:00 in the
Fieldhouse, as part of the Spring weekend program.

(NB-SPC)—Mr. Jack Robertson,
Professor of Education, New York
University, will speak to the
School of Education at the
University of Puget Sound, on
Saturday, April 24, at 1 p.m. Mr.
Robertson, who is well known for
his work with the Parkway School
Project, will show his film "Inside
Out." The public is invited.

"Inside Out" illustrates the
attempt to build a viable
educational system by using the
community to provide outside
experiences for urban high school
students. The film contrasts a
successful educational program in
Philadelphia to the "complete
disaster that urban education has
become in places like

Bedford-Stuyvesant in New York
City."
Marvin Bressler, chairman,
department of sociology at
Princeton, says "Inside Out" is a
remarkably effective film. The
section on the Parkway Plan
leaves the view with an emotion
akin to exhilaration, while the
scenes on the ghetto are as painful
as they are intended."
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MAN MUST COMBINE
TECHNOLOGY AND NATURE
to continue the research which is just beginning. He
personally is involved in the Arctic Ice Dynamics
Joint Experiment (AIDJEX), a Canadian-American
endeavor to learn more about these two problems,
and to learn how the Arctic influences world climate
and how we can protect it.
One of the things that can damage the Arctic
and must be guarded against is an oil spill, either from
a ship or a pipeline close to the shoreline. A major oil
spill in the Arctic would be practically impossible to
clean up, and besides killing much of the sea life, it
could easily decrease the amoung to light reflected by
the ice by 20%, thereby causing the ice to melt.
Theoretical work has demonstrated that once the ice
is gone, it will never return.

Dr. William J. Campbell emphasized a note of
cautious, but sincere, optimism on environmental
matters throughout the nineteenth annual Brown and
Haley Lectures. The topic of the series, held April 20,
21, and 22 in Kilworth Chapel, was "How Goes the
Arctic?"
Throughout the talks, Dr. Campbell spoke of the
changing ethic: "In matters of ecology, the onus of
proof is now on the innovator." He expressed
confidence that the people, and especially the
government , are truly concerned with stopping
pollution and ecological damage. Because of the new
ethic, projects potentially destructive to the
environment, such as the SST, are being curtailed
unless the innovator can adequately show that the
project will in itself cause no damage, and that even if
something does go wrong, mistakes can be rectified
before permanent damage is done.
Dr. Campbell emphasized that he is not opposed
to all technology, nor to all contact between man and
nature. He feels that the scare tactics of some
ecologists serve only to polarize viewpoints, and serve
no ecological purpose. He feels firmly that man must
combine technology and nature, and not destroy
nature with technology, for man needs the resources
of nature to exist.
Dr. Campbell's area of expertise is the Arctic, so
he showed what the United States as well as other
nations of the world are doing to learn about the
Arctic and what man can do in the Arctic without
damaging it, as well as what damage would be done to
that region and the entire earth if man is careless.
The topic of the first lecture was "The Ocean".
Dr. Campbell has spent five months drifting on an ice
island, and spent nearly two years camping on the ice.
He talked during his lecture and slide show of the
dangers and difficulties, but more, the importance of
continued work on the ice cap.
The ice is extremely important for two reasons:
it contains 85% of the world's freshwater; and by
covering 16% of the world's surface, it plays a very
important role in the earth's heat energy machine.
Dr. Campbell believes, as many others who feel
that population growth will eventually catch up with
food production, that before the "great starvation
hits us," we'll run out of water. And this tremendous
resource is stored in the ice, if we can find some way
to tap it.
The ice is white, and because of this it reflects
95% of the sunlight that hits it, while the oceans and
land surface absorbs most of the sunlight that hits
them. Thus the ice caps must have a significant
influence on the earth's climate, and any damage to
the Arctic can adversely affect the climate of the
entire planet.
Dr. Campbell finds in these two problems reason

Dr. Campbell's second lecture, "the
Land"dealt with two projects which can ruin the
land , theAlaskan pipeline and the attempt by the
Soviets to dam Siberian rivers. Both projects could
ruin not only the land, but the ice on the ocean as
well.
The result of this would be drastic changes
in the climate of the entire planet. Rainy areas would
become wetter, dry areas drier. Eventually, the
climate would change all over in unpredicatble ways.
"The Ethics of Change" was the third
lecture of the series. Campbell concerned himself
with technology and and its influence on nature.
America has traditionally been concerned with
nature. The literature of this nation, that of Melville,
Thoreau, Leopold has not only preached against the
despoiling of nature, but also of man's failure to
understand nature.
Yet this same nation, with one-twentieth of
the world's population, consumes 40% of the world's
energy, over 40% of the world's natural resources,
and half of the manufactured goods.
Dr. Campbell examined this apparent
contradiction, but concluded that the people of
America are again showing their concern for nature.
They realize the problems, they realize that they
must be sure that technology will exist side by side
with nature and not destroy it.
Government has finally realized, as the
people have, that we cannot exploit the environment.
The government is sponsoring research. The killing of
the Manhattan project and the SST, and the delay in
construction of the pipeline, show that government
also believes in the new ethic.
Dr. Campbell concluded with a plea to
individual resopsnsibility. If the people realize the
problem, each individual must make a committment
against consumption of power, food, and space. Each
individual must realize that the new ethic says "less is
more."

William J. Campbell pleads for individual
responsibility.

Spring Weekend
Carnival Planned
(Continued from Page 1)
events are tentatively planned to be free to UPS
students, but this might be altered if a large and
popular group is obtained requiring additional
funding.
The newest proposal for this year's Spring
Weekend is to have a street Carnival come to the
Fieldhouse parking lot where students and Tacoma
residents may enjoy the rides and attractions on
Saturday afternoon and possibly Sunday.
Negotiations are in the initial stages, the primary
concern being the financial feasibility of such an
event.
The purpose of all these activities is to
entertain the majority of the students with events
in which they will actively participate. Any further
ideas or questions may be directed to Wes Jordan
in the ASB office.
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WINNER 7
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Admissions Expanded
(Continued from Page 1)
Administrative Admissions
Committee would recommend
policy to the University Council.
It is during these policy
recommending discussions that
the Council saw the need for
student and faculty
representation.
Early in the meeting a faculty
proposal to establish a new
Admissions Committee was
opposed by Dr. R. F. Thompson,
Vice-President Smith, and Ed
Bowman. After things cooled
down, the members were able to
reach a decision with which all
agreed.
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Students interested in serving

the Admissions Committee
should contact Darrel Johnson,
ASUPS President.
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with Elliot Gould
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Arthur C. Clarke Claims Technology
Answer To Man's Problems In 2001
By WES JORDAN
Five hundred people gathered
Wednesday night in the SUB
Lounge to hear Arthur C. Clarke
speak on "Life in the Year 2001."
Clarke, commonly called the
"inventor of the satellite," is also
the co-author of the book and
later the film "2001: A Space
Odyssey."
A graduate of King's College,
London, with First Class Honors
in Physics and Mathematics, he is
past Chairman of the British
Interplanetary Society and a
member of the Academy of
Astronautics, The Royal
Astronomical Society, and many
other scientific organizations.
A top-ranking science writer
and "a master of science fiction"
(The New Yorker), Clarke is the
author of 40 books, both fiction
and nonfiction. His science fiction
talents are well known, but his
fascination with the sea has led
him to skin dive off the coast of
his home in Ceylon and in
Australia, where he once
discovered a ton of silver coins.
Mr. Clarke opened his
forty-five minute presentation
with the remark "the slogan of
science fiction writers must be,
the future isn't what it used to

be." From this humerous
beginning Clarke worked into a
discussion of modern
technological advances which will
enable man to free himself and
live in abundance.
"People used not to speculate
on the future, because the future
was to be the same as the past;
but now this is no longer true."
Clarke then moved on to preface
his remarks about life in 2001
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with two factors of the world
which would discount any of his
present predicitions of the future.
The first was that of contact with
extra-terrestrial beings, and the
second was the advent of a
thinking machine.
What Clarke sees as happening
is the continued progress of
technology, microbiology,
chemical engineering, and
automation to the point where
man does not need to work if he
does not want to, does not need
to leave his home for any reason,
and will be able to travel
anywhere, with his home, any
time he chooses.
This does not necessarily mean
a culture which is dead or listless,
it means one in which man can
pursue whatever he wishes
without time delay or
inconvenience.
Microbiology will be developed
to a point where synthetic food

obtains a monopoly on this
system will expose the world to
its particular language and thereby
create a unilingual world.
Time zones will have to be
abolished, with the entire world
synchronizing their watches. A
new length of the day could be
used, one which is four minutes
shorter, thereby enabling the
world to work half of a year in
darkness and the other half in
light. As the weeks pass, the
shortened day would slowly
reverse itself until people who
first were awake during the
sunlight would' find it dark during
their waking hours, and vice versa.
Surgeons will be able to
perform any delicate surgery from
the convenience of their home, as
technology will provide them with
remote controled tools capable of
"taking the appendix out of a
one-celled bacteria, if it had one."
Again, instant communication
from any place on the earth.
"Cities would become
obsolete" in the year 2001, as
they are starting to become even
now. Cities grew because of the
need of humans to communicate
with others, whether in business
or recreation. Now the home
communication terminal would
make cities unnecessary. "By the
year 2001 cities will be larger than
today, but they will be like the
dinosaurs at the end of their
dominance."
With the implementation of all
of these technological advantages,
man must face the problem of
population
control, and
instantly. Communication
satellites will hover at an altitude ultimately, the decision must be
of 22,000 miles above a fixed spot made: howlarge should the human
of the earth, sending millions of population on earth be?
signals at once, to huge areas on Psychologists have shown that
crowded conditions lead to all
kinds of mental psychoses and
neuroses. Man must control his
own growth.
Plato felt that the ideal
population of the world should be
5,000 men. Fred Hoyle believes
that 100,000 is the ideal number,
since that is the most people one
individual could ever hope of
meeting in his lifetime of 150
years.
Clarke feels that any number
of people greater than several
hundreds of millions would tax
man and is unnecessary. Great
numbers of people would no
longer be needed for manual and
clerical labor. Man would be free
to travel and relax. His biggest
problem would be what to do
with his leisure.

will be processed out of current
waste; protein will be made from
oil. The processes of fermentation
and the making of cheeses will be
carried to their next logical
conclusion, that of selected
microbes aiding man to synthesize
food.
With the land liberated from its
agrarian role, it can be reverted to
wilderness. Man no longer must
plant over huge portions of the
earth, he can let them turn back
to nature and enjoy the beauty
and recreational possibilities the
land would offer.
Man's homes would become
completely self contained,
without sewage, power, or water
pipes to tie the house to one
particular location. Man will be
able to move his entire home to
any location on the earth by
helicopter, since the houses would
be constructed of light weight,
space-age metals. Fuller's geodesic
domes are now so light that the
air inside them weighs more than
the structure itself. Consequently
they must be secured so that a
temperature change indoors of a
few degrees will not make the
entire structure rise like a balloon.
Technology now has the
capabilities to give every home
complete communication systems,
capable of transmitting and
receiving television pictures,
computer linkages, and many
other tools of the future to make
each home fully capable of
receiving any communication
from any part of the world,

the surface below. A home could
receive any television station in
the world. Newspapers would
become obsolete, at the press of a
button the latest edition of any
newspaper would be at one's
disposal. As Clarke said, "after all,
what we want is information, not
wood pulp." A "Global Electronic
Library" containing all books ever
written by human beings would
also be available at the touch of
another button.
By 1973 India will have such a
system, with one receiver in most
villages, to educate the masses of
people concerning Family
Planning and agricultural and
veterinary techniques. What radio
once did for the United States,
this communications system will
do for India.

With the advent of a world
wide communications system,.
linguistics will cease to be a

problem. The country that first

lose it, the life in 2001 will be
much like that of today, with its
"problems, and evils, and vices,

continued throughout one's
lifetime. "We must raise the
school age to approximately 120.
"So perhaps the greatest
change of the turn of the
millenium, will have to be in the
mental attitudes of the people
then; rather than the physical
backgrounds of their lives.

which will be enlarged beyond
endurance. But if we win, 2001
could mark the great divide

between barbarism and
civilization. It is inspiring to
realize, with some luck, and much
hard work, we have a chance of
living to see the last of the Dark
Ages."

"In our race against time to
solve the problems of today, if we

Festival Features Lloyd
(Continued from Page 1)

Activities will probably include
other events.

a talent show in Hilltop

and

FRIDAY, April 30 - CHARLES LLOYD

Top-flight jazz entertainer, Charles Lloyd, along with
the Overton Berry Trio which headlines at the Doubletree
Inn in Seattle, will present a giant concert at 7 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse to usher in the Spring Weekend festivities. Each
UPS student can get a free ticket in the student body office,
but everyone else will have to pay. Tickets may be obtained
in the SUB, at the Bon Marche in Tacoma and Seattle, and
through the usual Seattle suburban outlets. Prices are $3.50
and $4.50
All proceeds will be donated to the "CHANCE to
Back A Brother" Scholarship Fund, so encourage your
"paying customer" friends to turn out!
SATURDAY, May 1 LES McCAN
-

headline act, jazz man Les McCan, will
double with Bobby Hutcherson for the second Black Arts
Festival concert at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. McCan replaces
the Oscar Peterson Trio, which pulled out of the picture this
week. No matter, Les McCan currently has out a best-selling
`45 and should really put on a show. Again, each student is
entitled to a free ticket for the performance, while ticket
prices and outlets are the same for everyone else.
Another

SUNDAY, May 2 BSU BARBECUE
-

Members of the Black Student Unions from all the
colleges in the Northwest (including Oregon schools) are
being issued special invitations by the UPS BSU to turn out
for an all-out barbecue in Wright Park that should last all day.
What a way to polish off a week filled with excitement and
fun.

Computers within movable
frames (robots) would also serve
man. Where now man has
machines which can perform tasks
only on a linearly scheduled
program (a washing machine),
computers would provide
marvelous aids to clerical work, Thousands of Americans plead for
Caney, a handful for the human beings
and even keep the family
that he massacred. Could it be that we
checkbook balanced, as well as are pleading for ourselves'
utilize highly advanced and
specialized skills.
Education will become the
past-time of man. "When over half
For All Your Needs
the things a man knows at twenty
The Closest
are no longer true at forty, and
Drug Store
when half the things he knows at
to the College
forty hadn't been discovered at
twenty;" education must be

Academy Award,
Best Foreign Film 1968
"CLOSELY WATCHED
TRAINS "
4

4
4

4

" The best movie I have
seen this year! "
Richard Schickel, Life
"One of the 10 best of 1968"
Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review
People keep coming back to
this marveious film about war,
love,and life in Nazi-held
Czeckoslovakia. Funny,serious,
and a breathtaking finish.

Proctor House
Restaurant
"Fine Food at
Depression Prices"

Delivery

2514 N. Proctor

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

SK 2-7055

3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

Friday and Saturday
7:15 and 9:30
'Sunday-7:30 only

GE ihPa.'
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career
employment
Career employment conference
for juniors, seniors-graduates, all
majors. Wednesday April 28, 9:30
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. McIntyre Hall.
Exchange information with
personnel officers from Scott
Paper Co., The Boeing Co.,
Metropolitan Insurance Co. and
the Washington State Department
of Personnel.
Program includes presentation
on employment conditions in the
state, and panel and seminar
discussiossions about career
employment problems for
graduating students.

congressmen
want abolition
of HISC
Over 30 Congressmen have or
will introduce resolutions calling
for the abolition of the House
Internal Security Committee
(formerly HUAC). All 12 black
members are committed. None of
this state's delegation have acted.
Write your representative asking
him to join his colleagues in
seeking the abolition of the witch
hunting body in the House.
All Washington Democrats are
among the 105 Congressmen
backing HR 234, which would
repeal Title II of the McCarran
Act, the concentration camp law.
The repealer passed the Senate
in the last session but got hung up
in HISC which wanted to keep it
in an updated form.

o,
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cb ratifies
johnston's
job service
Mayor Gordon Johnston of the
City of Tacoma would like to
have your help in drawing more
attention to the problems of
Summer Jobs for Youths! HOW?
Write Mayor Johnston a letter
telling him why you need a job,
and how the lack of a job could
affect your return to the
University of Puget Sound next
fall. Summer jobs are important
to young people pursuing a
college education. Send your
letters to:

nsa treaty
The Central Board of ASUPS
formally ratified the National
Student Association Peace Treaty
at its meeting on April 13.
The ratification, moved by Wes
Jordan, had been tabled for two
weeks so the members could
acquaint themselves with the
issue.
Greg Kleiner reported that
close to 700 UPS students have
individually signed the document.

Art Garden

Rose Day

Mother's Show
.Name
Address
Phone
Type of Exibit
Drop off in Jones 222

or

ASB Office

hawaiian club
show tomorrow

The annual Hawaiian Club
Mayor Gordon N. Johnston
Show will take place tomorrow,
City of Tacoma
April 24 in the Great Hall at 5:30
930 Tacoma Ave. S.
Tacoma, Washington 98402 p.m. The group consists of nearly
50 performers and was a
tremendous success last year.
The menu will be Kahlua Pig,
Chicken with Long Rice, Teriyaki
Steak, Lomi-lomi Salad, Sweet
Potatoes, Poi, Fruit Salad, and
Haupia.
The Hawaiian Club is going to
Greg Hetrick, a sophomore help prepare the food for this
from CBC has been selected meal. The pigs will be cooked in a
LOGGER LEDGER editor for pit dug in the ground. Two
next fall.
20 0-pound pigs have been
According to Wes Jordan, purchased for this purpose.
ASUPS Second Vice-President,
Hetrick was chosen because of his
experience and new ideas.
The student handbook will
supplement the Catalogue and
Heavy Reference Book.
Hetrick will receive a salary of
$100.

hetrick selected

for logger ledger

Give Earth
A Chance

See Page Six For Instructions On
Filling Out Your Mother's Coupon.

tax break for students
Seattle, Washington—Students
who are part-time workers with
low annual incomes may qualify
for exemption from withholding
tax, according to Neal S. Warren,
District Director of Internal
Revenue.
Taxpayers who had no Federal
income tax liability for 1970 and
anticipate none for 1971 may file
IRS Form W-4E, Withholding Tax
Exemption Certificate, with their

employers.
Single taxpayers with incomes
of less than $1700 for the year,
and married taxpayers filing
jointly with incomes of less than
$2 30 0, will not owe Federal
income tax for 1971.
Certificates filed by taxpayers
in 1970 will expire April 30,
1971, and these taxpayers should
file another certificate by May 1 if
they currently meet the
qualifications, Mr. Warren said.

alexander named
to administrative spot
minority students.
"Specifically, I am concerned
about curriculum changes and
recruitment of minority faculty
and students," he said. "I may
eventuallly work into teaching as
well."
A graduate of Laughbon High
School, Alexander's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. William Alexander of
Tacoma. His wife, Vernessa,
works with the state government
in Olympia.

( N B- JL)—Mau rice Alexander,
who will graduate in marketing
from the University of Puget
Sound this May, has already
assumed the post of Associate
Director of Minority Affairs for
Ft. Steilacoom Community
College, it was recently
announced.
Alexander currently works
directly under college president,
Dr. Marion Oppelt, and defines his
major responsibility as addressing
himself to the various needs of

hansen review board
decision expected soon

Dave Bird, Cross Currents editor, has announced that Cross Currents, the UPS
literary magazine will be coming out in the near future. However, Bird will not be around
to see the publication of the magazine which has already been sent to the printers. Bird
left yesterday for Orono, Maine, to meet with his local draft board pertaining to his 1-A
classification. Bird has a low lottery number and faces imminent induction.

The hearing board reviewing
the decision not to grant tenure to
Dr. Tim Hansen has been meeting
in afternoon sessions since
Wednesday.
The review is being held upon
request of Dr. Hansen in
accordance with procedures
established in the Faculty Code.
The board is composed of J.
Maxon Reeves, Dean of the
University; Edward Seferian,
Chairman of the Faculty Sennte .

,

Bill Colby, Chairman of the
Faculty Committee on
Professional Standards; Merton
Eliot, Chairman of the Trustee
Instruction Committee. In
addition three at large faculty
members include Dr. Annabel
Lee, Dr. Walter Lowrie, and Dr.
Darrell Medcalf.
The board has been meeting in
closed session and is expected to
reach a decision today or early
next week.

